Albert Laine - Visual portfolio 2021

This is a collection of some of the visual work that I have produced through the years. They are made
with different techniques, 2D, 3D, digital and traditional and at different times of my life and not in a
chronological order. Most of the animation I’ve made were for commercials, so they don’t share the
same look and feel as my personal artwork. Here I will concentrate more on portraying my way of
working with shapes, rhythms and visual cues.
Contemporary aesthetics like cartoon and graffiti mend together to surreal, even abstract visions.

FocusPocus-videoparadox (2010) is a 2D audiovisual artwork in video projection format. It began as a
visual digital painting experiment in 2001. Eight years later I sent that digital image to the Pixelache
festival, and suggested an artwork that would zoom in to such images perpetually and seamlessly. The
artwork ended up in a festival tour, and was exhibited in many places and countries. It is an artwork
that relies much on the methods and aesthetics of animation. I ended up as a member of Pixelache.

Online preview of FocusPocus-videoparadox here:
https://vimeo.com/29709932

Traditional Sculpture:
I have been sculpting since my early teens. It has also been very beneficial for digital 3D.

These miniature sculptures were made from polymer clay. The height of these sculptures is
approximately 10cm. A mirror is used to display the opposite side of the sculpture.
These started with a wooden base, metal armature and a lump of grey Premo mixed with Super
Sculpey. I started working with the shapes, and let my imagination do the rest. The meaning took form
simultaneously with the shapes. The process can take hours, but yields something completely
unexpected as a result.

 ood (2014) is an artwork that combines traditional sculpture with experimental electronics. It started
M
out as a collaboration with Samba Fall for Ars 11 in Kiasma. I made the sculpture and embedded the
FM transmitters, IR remote control sensors and LCD screens. Samba Fall was to provide his animation.
He ended up with a different solution, and I finished the project with a run of Doom instead and
exhibited it later in Media Art Up 2014 in Cable Factory, Helsinki.

The wrestler’s arm bones are
merged. There’s no way out!

This was my first go with
sculpting stone. I received a
piece of Russian marble, and
started working on it. First I saw
the lips, then the head.
Little by little I carved out this
form in our backyard. As the
project progressed, so did the
concept.
To me it now portrays femininity,
fertility and expectancy. She is
like a mother who ponders the
future life of her offspring.
The subject matter and much of
the aesthetic quality seem
reminiscent of african abstract
figurative sculpture. Just a bit
less abstracted, and more
figurative.
I think art was most prevalent
and commonly appreciated
when the labour of the artist
gave a breath of life to a natural
material. When complex
emotions could be conveyed
with mere objects, without
words.

In digital 3D I could
utilise my
commercial skills in
harmony with the
aesthetics of
contemporary
visual art.

Digital 3D is a
handy technique,
as it can be used to
print out or
manufacture
physical
sculptures, it can
also be used in
animations and
displayed in VR in
any size!

I have made a lot of
my own sculptures
and also helped
out other sculptors
to visualise their
project proposals.

Most of my design
work is rather
quick. I like to
spend only one day
per design. I go
through all the
phases from
blocking the forms
into final lighting.

My commission
work usually takes
longer, as getting
feedback from the
client, and possibly
their clients takes
time.

Working in a small
team is nice
though. Direct
feedback improves
the designs rapidly.

These are all designs that were done in a course of a single day. It’s my preferred method of working
with digital designs. If the work is needed for a specific purpose, adjustments are of course later done
accordingly.

Anatomic studies are important to do occasionally, to keep up the quality of the work. Our eyes are
best adjusted to spot errors in the human form. That’s the very reason it’s the best subject matter for
improving the sculptor’s handling of forms. The gained accuracy and improved sensibility will come
handy when sculpting any subject matter.

Some stylized characters here.

All done in a few hours, from start to finish.
The green creature inspired by a Ghostbuster toy I had as a child.
Similar design is hard to come by, even though it feels familiar.

The miniscule Bluetack-characters below are digital 3D. The USB
stick is a photograph. Another time when using my commercial
skills in my creative artistic work.

Matching the depth-of-field
was a bit challenging, but worth
it. To me, it really sells the shot.

There’s a sense of nonurgency
and social connection in this
image.

I wanted to portray a trick with
the scale. The creature yawning
is the small one. The big guy
sitting on the edge seems
preoccupied with something.

Animated short film, Clicking (2007)
A stop-motion animated short film was a part of my studies in the Turku school.
A link for online screener here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJWPkc-OoFU

One of my own designs was not so straight
forward.
It ended up taking a few days from start to
finish. I wanted to create a bodybuilder chicken
- a chicken on steroids.
The first version I designed was too realistic. I
needed something a bit more cartoony.
So it was back to digital sculpting!

The second version was a much better design in
terms of general appeal. Then I had to jump in to
another software to make the text and prepare it
for printing.

I wrote a lengthy article in detail for Blender
magazine about the project. The whole process
was done with free and open-source software.
Nowadays, It would be possible to do it
completely in Blender.

Here is a comparison of a visualisation render and the final printed sculpture.
The printing service was commissioned by Sovelto.

2D sketch for the idea

First previsualisation render for the look of the 7 awards.

The TAFF-guys. This was another notable 3D printing project. It was commissioned by TAFF - the Turku
Animated Film Festival. They were the main prizes for the awarded films. The initial concept and design
process was quick and fairly straightforward, it only took a few hours. I did the prepping and printing,
sanding, priming and painting myself.
I had to use four printers at the same time, as many printers were reserved. Some of the prints failed,
and needed to be re-done. I managed to save many with a good amount of filling and sanding work.

The finished awards took a good 40 layers of airbrushed paint to get the tint just right. The awarded
animation artists have them in their trophy shelves around the world now. I think I’ll do one for myself
some day.

These are some light sketches. I explore the traditional
concept process with a quick turn-around. Useful for storyboarding and quick mental notes for the mood of a shot.

The method that is the most interesting to me is to start with nothing, with the expectation to find
something. That’s when I enter the mental space I find interesting when creating art. That’s the time
something nearly mystic can happen. I’m like a shaman interpreting signs and symbols. That’s where I
think my art is. It is the mental state when seemingly random shapes start to convey meaning to me.

To me, the weirdest stuff, the art that contains plenty of fluid intelligence and divergent reasoning, is
the most interesting material, but it’s not something generally relatable. And there’s a high risk of
perfectionism. As anything can be modified, there’s no clear vision of “finished”. I believe that my
“liberal” art has benefitted from my commercial and commissioned work, as it has taught me to be
more pragmatic, to have a reasonable cognitive inhibition to complement my creative thinking. A good
command of skills and timetables is very satisfactory, as it enables the artwork to be brought out in a
presentable form. Art, by most accounts, is about communication. Even with a difficult subject matter.

Virtually Yours (2020)

https://www.facebook.com/VRSculptor

The COVID19 pandemic necessitated different ways of exhibiting art. I created a
project for Virtual Reality sculpting, where the viewers provide me with ideas during a
live social media videostream.
With generous funding from TAIKE, The first performance
took place in the fall of 2021. The second installment will
take place in the following spring. It is also selected for
the Pixelache 2021 festival, where the third Virtually Yours
-sculpture will be created.
I have studied VR storytelling, and consider VR as one of
the most interesting tools in future animation. The
exclusion and immersion that VR provides can produce
vigorous artwork.

Animatrics 2019 Trailer Animation
I did the Animatricks 2019 - trailer animation from start to finish using only open source and free
software. I designed the stamp character and modeled, rigged, animated, textured and lit it. A simple
trailer like this is fairly straightforward to do. The audio work was done by Salla Hämäläinen under my
guidance.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NpQD7ZgbT9U

Albert Laine Showreel
I cannot include some of my best character animation work in my reel, but here’s a collection of some
of the work I’ve been involved with through the years. It will change a lot during this and the following
year, as my animation projects proceed.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IMeB5dEWy3o&t=13s

